
 

 

The Naughty Captain’s  

Summer Scent (v0.55) 
walkthrough guide 

 
by Trapezio for F95Zone’s buddies ;) 

 
Before starting, a few words: 1) this walkthrough contains heavy spoilers, so you’re warned; 2) I wouldn’t 
have been able to write this guide without ZoeyRaven’s walkthrough, the Summer Scent trigger map the 
Author himself provided and the in-game mod made by OscarSix, so kudos to them! 
 
n.b.: you can rename the 2 main girls. I kept their default names (Eve, the blondie; Cassie, the brunette) in 
this walkthrough. Please, carefully read the introduction before jumping to any route! 
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HOW THE GAME WORKS 
 
There are 5 STAT POINTS variables (you will see them by setting the display tracker ON in the 
preferences menu; everytime you score a point you will see it on the screen): 
 
Cassie’s (sis’ friend) AFFECTION (Aff) points 
Cassie’s DOMINANCE (Dom) points 
Eve’s (sis) AFFECTION points 
Eve’s SUBMISSION (Sub) points 
Kelly’s AFFECTION points 
 
Most importantly, during the gameplay you will have to make some KEY CHOICES that will trigger 
different game paths regarding the girls (Eve, Cassie and Kelly). There are a few choices that will 
make you drop out of the path you were in, too. So, you can play a game and trigger every girl, 2 
girls only, 1 girl only, or no girls at all (the neutral path and the hate path). 
 
The girls’ PATHS are: 
 
Eve: LOVE or SUB (SUB path branches into 2 subpaths: SUB and SUBLOVE) 
Cassie: LOVE or DOM 
Kelly: LOVE 
 
Other paths are: 
 
NEUTRAL path (you don’t pursue anyone) 
HATE path (it branches into 2 subpaths: HATE HERO and HATE ASSHOLE) 
 
As the Author stated, there are 15 different routes implemented at the moment (0.55), and an early bad 
endgame, but I feel that he might add more routes. Let’s see them: 
 
Eve love + Cassie love (dual love path) 
Eve love path 
Eve sublove path 
Eve sub path 
Cassie love path 
Cassie dom path 
Kelly love path 
Eve love + Cassie dom 
Eve sub + Cassie love 
Eve sub + Cassie dom 
Eve sublove + Cassie love 
Eve sublove + Cassie dom 
neutral path (you don’t pursue anyone) 
hate hero path (you screw with Eve then you make up) 
hate asshole path (you screw then you keep screwing) 
 
I guess their names are self-explanatory. 



 

 

Technically, every Eve and/or Cassie gameplay route may / may not include scoring Kelly love 
points. Only time, the Author and future updates will tell the difference. Anyway, I think you enter 
Kelly’s love path when you kiss her in DAY 5, and you must drop Cassie and Eve to trigger this 
choice. Correct me if I’m wrong. 
 
I wrote every route assuming that: 
1) you will always refuse meeting Kelly in DAY 3, except in the Kelly love path and in the alternative 
dual love + meeting Kelly path;  
2) you buy shades for Eve;  
3) sometimes you sniff Eve’s panties, sometimes you don’t – anyway, you must sniff them if you 
want to put the cameras in the shower;  
4) you always tell the girls the truth about Kelly;  
5) you always think Kelly is honest. 
 
Yes, I wrote 2 different dual love paths: Eve love + Cassie love only, and Eve love + Cassie love + 
meeting Kelly. Yes, I didn’t write the hate asshole path. Just play hate hero and screw everything. If 
you really need to watch everything, of course. Wanna see the infamous early bad ending? Play the 
dual love path and make a mistake in DAY 5. Are you afraid of running into the early bad ending 
while playing the dual love path? Just check what I wrote at the beginning of DAY 5. 
  
Anyway, keep in mind that 1) if you’re pursuing a love path you’ll need to score Aff points, if 
you’re pursuing Cassie dom path you’ll need to score dom points, if you’re pursuing Eve sub path 
you’ll need to score sub points, and 2) in order to enter/keep each path you must trigger its key 
choices and score points.  
You might find out that the choice you needed to move forward/trigger a path is missing: well, 
most likely you couldn’t trigger it because you didn’t collect enough love/sub/dom points.  
 
Just remember: 
1. after you make a choice, you can rollback and see what happens if you select a different choice;  
2. you can name your SAVES: just do it; 
3. the achievements gallery is a picture gallery, so you might want to SAVE whenever a sex/lewd 

scene starts to watch it again; 
4. press CTRL key to skip. CTRL key is your best buddy; 
5. there are no sex scenes in Kelly’s path and neutral path, and one sex scene only in hate paths, at the 

moment. Just to let you know. 
6. only 0.6 update is going to tell us how some choices you made in 0.55 will impact. 
 
A few words about the story before starting: 
If you play most routes you’ll realize that you can’t fully appreciate the game unless you’re after 
both girls. Moreover, you’ll realize that at the beginning of story 1) Cassie and Eve are much more 
than friends; 2) they are both in love with you; 3) Cassie wants you to make up with Eve; 4) Cassie 
is testing you; 5) two motherfuckers out there want to hurt Cassie and Eve badly! So, you’re not 
supposed to go after a girl only, in the end. Most of all, there are best choices/routes, good 
choices/routes, wrong choices/routes, and bad choices/routes with bad consequences. Soon you’ll 
realize that choosing sub path over sublove path is a wrong choice, and a wrong choice turning into a 
bad choice when you pursue the sub + dom path (I guess), for example. In my own opinion every 
solo path except Cassie love path is a wrong choice. Anyway, it’s up to you. 
 



 

 

WALKTHROUGH 
 
Firstly, the game branches in the morning of DAY 2, so you’ll want to make a SAVE where the game 
starts branching and restart from it in order to complete more than one route. 
 
Secondly, Eve submissive route branches into sub path and sublove path in the evening of DAY 3, so 
you’ll want to make a SAVE there because they turn into 2 very different stories in DAY 5 (mostly 
when mixing with Cassie’s paths!!). 
Anyway, if you want to pursue Eve sub/sublove only you have to drop out of Cassie’s route: you 
can get it by 1) kissing her, then lie while drinking, so she will reject you after the pool scene at 
night or 2) massaging her foot, then joining Eve while shopping or 3) doing nothing and thanking 
her. I chose to massage her foot. You might see the difference in the dialogues at the very end of 
DAY 5. 
 
Moreover, you might need to SAVE whenever you have to make a KEY CHOICE: you’ll have some 
“short cuts” and spare some time this way.   
My personal opinion is that you’d better collect the more Cassie Aff points you can get before branching, 
so this is what I’m going to do in this walkthrough. 
I will always point out sex/lewd scenes, key choices and stat points you’d better score in your 
paths, stat points, final scene you got at the end of each DAY in every route. 
 
First of all, check preferences and make sure the display tracker is ON. Let’s play now. 
 
 

DAY 1 
 
- help her  
- wine [Cassie Aff +2; 1 now and 1 later] 
- it suits you [Cassie Aff +1] 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- yes, for safety reasons, of course [Achievements, DAY 1, rewards: “what did you expect”] 
- any choice 
- I’ll have to admit she is [Cassie Aff +1] 
- well… none of you is prettier [Cassie Aff +1] 
- she’s like a sister to me [Cassie Aff +1] 
- it’s tempting but I’ll have to decline [Cassie Aff +1] 
- I should go help her find a bed [Cassie Aff +2] 
 
SAVE when the dream starts [sex scene; SAVE 0] 
 
- can’t I have both? 
- then I’ll do Cassie first / then I’ll do Eve first [you can’t see both scenes: choose a girl, then load 

SAVE 0 and watch the other scene] 
 
end of DAY 1 
stat points: Cassie Aff 9 [Eve Aff 1, Cassie Aff 8 if you grabbed the beer] 
final scene: you sleep in your bed 



 

 

 
DAY 2 

 
- my favorite breakfast. That will be perfect [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
SAVE now, and “check her ass” [Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “it looks firm but not hard”], then 
“look at her boobs” [Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “she can’t believe it”] 
Load your previous SAVE and choose “don’t” instead of “check her ass”: 
 
- don’t [Cassie Aff +1] 
- they intended to rape her. I’m going to kill those son of bitches [Cassie Aff +2] 
- any choice 
- she’s like a sister to me. And I don’t hate her [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
Now you have 14 Cassie Aff point. This is where the common path ends, the game starts branching 
and you have to make your first KEY CHOICE. So SAVE 1 now: 
 
SAVE 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE LOVE PATH + CASSIE LOVE PATH (DUAL LOVE PATH) 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- knock again [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve sub path] 
- I want to apologize to you [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “it’s sweet and almost intoxicating”] 
- I like your smell [Eve Aff +2] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
[Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- come on I’m not a pervert 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you enter Cassie love path and keep Eve love path; Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +5; 

Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “when in doubt, try”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [KEY CHOICE: tell the truth and you won’t disappoint Cassie later; Eve Aff +2; Cassie 
Aff +2] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I should join her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 

DAY 2, rewards: “it’s a free country”] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 30, Eve Sub 4, Cassie Aff 34 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- well, I’m not sure about carrying your bags but… that could be fun [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Cassie [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it if you pursue the dual love route] 
- I’ve been yes, undeniably [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Please, stop [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I don’t want to hurt her anymore [Cassie Aff +2] 



 

 

- it’s delicious [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
You might check the other choice: “shake his hand”, then “so, you’re the guy from Saturday night” 
[Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “how do you like my 
company?”], then rollback and choose the right one. 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
 
SAVE 2 here (you might need it later for another path) 
 
- I’m sorry Kelly. I have a girlfriend 
- I’m the one being sorry, Kelly [KEY CHOICE: you rejected her] 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “Steve won’t believe me when 

I’ll tell him”] 
 
- As I said, you can come to me, anytime you want [Eve Aff +1] 
- Wait… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I can’t be sure but… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I didn’t have to think about it [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’m as confused as you are [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +3] 
- Seriously? [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 
DAY 3, rewards: “Like when we were children”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 48, Eve Sub 8, Cassie Aff 49, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 4 
 
- any choice [Eve Aff +1] 
- I don’t know where this is going [Eve Aff +1] 
- I love you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Tell her [Eve Aff +1] 
- I have to tell her it’s over [Eve Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “you saw us?”] 
- Get closer [Eve Aff +2] 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Give her a proper kiss [Cassie Aff +2] 



 

 

- I’m sorry [Cassie Aff +2] 
- You keep saying that [Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “Love: that sounds nice”] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 
about the waffles?”] 
- That was fantastic [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- This morning was very difficult to handle [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this or you’ll get the bad 
end] 
- Absolutely not [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Casablanca [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I liked it very much [Eve Aff +2] 
[Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “I can guess her eyebrows frowning”] 
- I had no intention of doing such a thing… [Eve Aff +2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: you can get 2 different sex scenes now. You might want to watch 
the other scene by choosing: “Except maybe a kiss or two” [KEY CHOICE: choose it and you’ll get the 
bad end; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “it’s the first one I’m touching, but it’s so 
perfect!”] 
 
- Except maybe cuddling a bit and having a nice talk [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this; Cassie Aff 

+5; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a nice way to fuck up your incoming puberty”] 
[Eve Aff +5] 
- I don’t accept it [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this or you’ll get the bad end; Eve Aff +1; 
Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “your argument is stupid”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 82, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 75, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 5 
 
First scene when you wake up will decide your fate. Just to let you know, if you wake up without your pants 
and your dick between Eve’s thighs you messed up badly and you’ll get the early bad end. So, if you made a 
mistake, now you know it before it’s too late. 
 
- Yeah, about that… [Eve Aff +1 Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “they feel perfect in the hand”] 
- I’ll tell you everything [KEY CHOICE: you must answer this, or you’ll get the bad end] 
- I would choose no-one [KEY CHOICE: you must answer this, or you’ll get the bad end] 
- Apologize [KEY CHOICE: you must answer this, or you’ll get the bad end] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s never too late for bacon. Ok? never”] 
- What if I take you on this table right now, Cassie? [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I think she’s being honest 



 

 

- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
- I love you, Cassie [Cassie Aff+5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “so how was it”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 87, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 86, Cassie Dom 5 
final scene: sleeping with Eve and Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

DUAL LOVE + MEETING KELLY PATH 
 
Load SAVE 2 
 
- I’m sorry Kelly. I have a girlfriend 
- Well… I guess it won’t hurt anyone to just meet and talk [KEY CHOICE: you’re going to meet her] 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “Steve won’t believe me when 

I’ll tell him”] 
 
- As I said, you can come to me, anytime you want [Eve Aff +1] 
- Wait… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I can’t be sure but… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I didn’t have to think about it [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’m as confused as you are [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +3] 
- Seriously? [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 
DAY 3, rewards: “Like when we were children”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 48, Eve Sub 8, Cassie Aff 49, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 4 
 
- any choice [Eve Aff +1] 
- I don’t know where this is going [Eve Aff +1] 
- I love you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Tell her [Eve Aff +1] 
- I have to tell her it’s over [Eve Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “you saw us?”] 
- That doesn’t change anything [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it if you want to meet Kelly] 
- any choice 
- Get closer [Eve Aff +2] 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Give her a proper kiss [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I’m sorry [Cassie Aff +2] 
- You keep saying that [Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “Love: that sounds nice”] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 
about the waffles?”] 
- That was fantastic [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I would meet her 
- Wait a minute [Kelly Aff +5] 



 

 

[Kelly Aff +5] 
- No one deserves this [Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a bit more than cute”] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- Absolutely not [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- tell them 
- I believe she’s sincere 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Casablanca [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I liked it very much [Eve Aff +2] 
[Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “I can guess her eyebrows frowning”] 
- I had no intention of doing such a thing… [Eve Aff +2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: you can get 2 different sex scenes now. You might want to watch 
the other scene by choosing: “Except maybe a kiss or two” [KEY CHOICE: choose it and you’ll get the 
bad end; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “it’s the first one I’m touching, but it’s so 
perfect!”] 
 
- Except maybe cuddling a bit and having a nice talk [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this; Cassie Aff 

+5; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a nice way to fuck up your incoming puberty”] 
[Eve Aff +5] 
- I don’t accept it [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this or you’ll get the bad end; Eve Aff +1; 
Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “your argument is stupid”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 83, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 75, Cassie Dom 3, Kelly Aff 10 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 5 
 
First scene when you wake up will decide your fate. Just to let you know, if you wake up without your pants 
and your dick between Eve’s thighs you messed up badly and you’ll get the early bad end. So, if you made a 
mistake, now you know it before it’s too late. 
 
- Yeah, about that… [Eve Aff +1 Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “they feel perfect in the hand”] 
- I’ll tell you everything [KEY CHOICE: you must answer this, or you’ll get the bad end] 
- I would choose no-one [KEY CHOICE: you must answer this, or you’ll get the bad end] 
- Apologize [KEY CHOICE: you must answer this, or you’ll get the bad end] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s never too late for bacon. Ok? never”] 
- What if I take you on this table right now, Cassie? [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- We are a bit worried [Kelly Aff +5] 
- I’m sorry, I can’t act as if I’ve seen nothing… [Kelly Aff +2]  
- Unrelated? [Kelly Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “they can forgive”] 



 

 

- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now 
 
- I love you, Cassie [Cassie Aff+5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “so how was it”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 88, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 86, Cassie Dom 5, Kelly Aff 22 
final scene: sleeping with Eve and Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE LOVE PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- knock again [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve sub path] 
- I want to apologize to you [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “it’s sweet and almost intoxicating”] 
- I like your smell [Eve Aff +2] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
[Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- come on I’m not a pervert 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you must do it – you’ll enter Cassie love path and you’ll keep Eve love 

path; Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “when in doubt, try”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- I am not (lie) [KEY CHOICE: you must lie and disappoint Cassie later: this is the only way to drop 
her; Eve Aff -2; Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff -2] 
- Do I really have to answer that? 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I should join her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 

DAY 2, rewards: “it’s a free country”] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 25, Eve Sub 6, Cassie Aff 29 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- well, I’m not sure about carrying your bags but… that could be fun [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Eve 
- Hey, is something wrong? [Eve Aff +3] 
- Do you want me to buy something for you? [Eve Aff +1] 



 

 

- That doesn’t matter anyway [Eve Aff +3] 
- I’m not crazy about it [Eve Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly, I’m not interested 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
- I mean… I’m not… very experienced [KEY CHOICE: you must disappoint Cassie now, so you will 

drop her path; Cassie Aff -3] 
- As I said, you can come to me, anytime you want [Eve Aff +1] 
- Wait… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I can’t be sure but… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I didn’t have to think about it [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’m as confused as you are [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +3] 
- Seriously? [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 
DAY 3, rewards: “Like when we were children”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 51, Eve Sub 10, Cassie Aff 35, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 4 
 
- any choice [Eve Aff +1] 
- I don’t know where this is going [Eve Aff +1] 
- I love you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I understand [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 
about the waffles?”] 
- That was fantastic [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- It’s exciting, don’t you think? [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1] 
- Absolutely not [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 



 

 

- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Casablanca [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I liked it very much [Eve Aff +2] 
 
Really great sex scene incoming, so you’d better SAVE here: 
 
- Princess… [Eve Aff +2] 
- Princess, your pussy is my new favorite meal [Eve Aff +2] 
- I know [Eve Aff +2] 
- I don’t expect anything [Eve Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “I like these sheets, ok?”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 82, Eve Sub 13, Cassie Aff 51, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 5 
 
There a sex scene at the beginning of DAY 5, so you might want to SAVE 
Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Don’t worry, perv” 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
[Cassie Aff+5] 
Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “lewd!” 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
 
Best sex scene incoming, so SAVE now 
 
Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “even closer now than before” 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 86, Eve Sub 13, Cassie Aff 60, Cassie Dom 5 
final scene: sleeping with Eve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

CASSIE LOVE PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- No. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- knock again [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve sub path] 
- I want to apologize to you [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “it’s sweet and almost intoxicating”] 
- I like your smell [Eve Aff +2] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
[Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- come on I’m not a pervert 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you enter Cassie love path and keep Eve love path; Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff 

+5; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “when in doubt, try”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [KEY CHOICE: tell the truth and you won’t disappoint Cassie later; Eve Aff +2; Cassie 
Aff +2] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I should join her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 

DAY 2, rewards: “it’s a free country”] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 30, Eve Sub 4, Cassie Aff 34 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- well, I’m not sure about carrying your bags but… that could be fun [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Cassie [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it] 
- I’ve been yes, undeniably [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Please, stop [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I don’t want to hurt her anymore [Cassie Aff +2] 



 

 

- it’s delicious [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly. I have a girlfriend 
- I’m the one being sorry, Kelly [KEY CHOICE: you rejected her] 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “Steve won’t believe me when 

I’ll tell him”] 
 
- As I said, you can come to me, anytime you want [Eve Aff +1] 
- Wait… [Eve Aff +2] 
- I can’t be sure but… [Eve Aff +2] 
- I didn’t have to think about it [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’m as confused as you are [Eve Aff +3] 
- What’s “this”? [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to drop Eve love path] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 43, Eve Sub 8, Cassie Aff 49, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you alone in your bedroom 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Give her a proper kiss [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I’m sorry [Cassie Aff +2] 
- You keep saying that [Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “Love: that sounds nice”] 
- You did all that by yourself? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterDAY 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- Absolutely not [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Lost in Traslation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 



 

 

- I think I liked it [Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: you can get 2 different sex scenes now. You might want to watch 
the other scene by choosing: “Except maybe a kiss or two” [KEY CHOICE: if you choose it it will change the 
sex scene with Cassie in DAY 5, and you won’t get “that smile again” reward in DAY 5 too; Cassie Aff +3; 
Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “it’s the first one I’m touching, but it’s so perfect!”]! 
 
- Except maybe cuddling a bit and having a nice talk [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this; Cassie Aff 

+5; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a nice way to fuck up your incoming puberty”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 55, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 75, Cassie Dom 6 
final scene: you alone in your bedroom 
 

DAY 5 
 
- I love you too, Cassie [Cassie Aff +10; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “that smile again”] 
- I like cars and mechanics 
- No it’s not [Eve Aff +4] 
- I like video games 
- I know that you’re reading a lot [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+2] 
- When I’m done with college… [Eve Aff +5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- You know what? [Eve Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s okay, Princess”] 
- Yes 
- I love her  
- Yes. I understand 
- I don’t know  
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
- any choice 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “what true love looks like”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 72, Eve Sub 11, Cassie Aff 89, Cassie Dom 8 
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE LOVE PATH + CASSIE DOM PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- knock again [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve sub path] 
- I want to apologize to you [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “it’s sweet and almost intoxicating”] 
- I like your smell [Eve Aff +2] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
[Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- come on I’m not a pervert 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- would you like a foot massage? [KEY CHOICE: you enter Cassie dom path; Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; 
Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “one of those foot perverts”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [KEY CHOICE: tell the truth and you won’t disappoint Cassie later; Eve Aff +2; Cassie 
Aff +2] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I should join her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it and continue Eve love path] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 25, Eve Sub 5, Cassie Aff 31 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Shopping is not really my thing, I think I’ll stay here [Cassie Dom +1] 
[Cassie Dom +1] 
- Yes! Yes of course! [Cassie Dom +1] 
- Excuse me Cassie, I’m a little bit confused 
- The way you talk about it is a little bit disturbing [Cassie Aff +1] 



 

 

- Of course, I’m all yours [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to stay into Dom path; Cassie Dom +1; 
Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “Oh! God no!”] 

- I’m not crazy about it [Eve Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly. I have a girlfriend 
- I’m the one being sorry, Kelly [KEY CHOICE: you rejected her] 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so you might want SAVE here:  
 
- Sure [Cassie Dom +1] 
- As you wish my lady [Cassie Dom +2] 
- Do it [Cassie Dom +3] 
- As I said, you can come to me, anytime you want [Eve Aff +1] 
- Wait… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I can’t be sure but… [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +2] 
- I didn’t have to think about it [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’m as confused as you are [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +3] 
- Seriously? [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to continue Eve love path Eve Aff +5; Achievements, 

DAY 3, rewards: “Like when we were children”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 44, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 40, Cassie Dom 13 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 4 
 
- any choice [Eve Aff +1] 
- I don’t know where this is going [Eve Aff +1] 
- I love you [Eve Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I only crave to please you, my lady [Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +2; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: 

“please the lady”] 
- You…  
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 

about the waffles?”] 



 

 

- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- I promise you everything will be alright [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- It’s exciting don’t you think? [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She’ll be there [Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- English literature [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- Lost in Translation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 
- I think I liked it… [Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Not So Great sex scene incoming, so maybe you might SAVE here: 
 
- I want to continue, my lady [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this if you want to continue the Dom 
path; Cassie Dom +5] 
 
You can get 2 different sex scenes now – so SAVE here: 
 
- Fuck it. Perhaps I’ll enjoy it [KEY CHOICE: you have to choose it; Cassie Dom +5; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “Don’t worry, darling”] 
If you choose “No fucking way” you’ll get a different scene and Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: 
“conflicted”, but it’s the wrong choice. 
 
Really great sex scene incoming, so you’d better SAVE here: 
 
- Princess… [Eve Aff +2] 
- Princess, your pussy is my new favorite meal [Eve Aff +2] 
- I know [Eve Aff +2] 
- I don’t expect anything [Eve Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “I like these sheets, ok?”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 65, Eve Sub 17, Cassie Aff 54, Cassie Dom 31 
final scene: you and Eve in your bedroom 
 

DAY 5 
 
- Am I enjoying what she does to me?  
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff+2; Kelly Aff +3] 
- Stay [KEY CHOICE: you must stay] 



 

 

- No! [Cassie Aff+1; Cassie Dom+2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Sadly, in the shadows again” 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 67, Eve Sub 19, Cassie Aff 57, Cassie Dom 37, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: sleeping with Eve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

CASSIE DOM PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- knock again [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve sub path] 
- I want to apologize to you [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “it’s sweet and almost intoxicating”] 
- I like your smell [Eve Aff +2] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
[Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- come on I’m not a pervert 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- would you like a foot massage? [KEY CHOICE: you enter Cassie dom path; Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; 
Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “one of those foot perverts”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I should join her 
[Eve Aff +1] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 25, Eve Sub 5, Cassie Aff 31 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Shopping is not really my thing, I think I’ll stay here [Cassie Dom +1] 
- I’m on my way [Cassie Dom +1] 
- Yes! Yes of course! [Cassie Dom +1] 
- Excuse me Cassie, I’m a little bit confused 
- The way you talk about it is a little bit disturbing [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Of course, I’m all yours [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to stay into Dom path; Cassie Dom +1; 

Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “Oh! God no!”] 



 

 

- it’s delicious [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
If you “shake his hand” and “a pleasure to meet you” you will get an alternative scene later in the evening. 
SAVE here, check it and load again here. 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly. I have a girlfriend 
- I’m the one being sorry, Kelly [KEY CHOICE: you rejected her] 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so you might want SAVE here (are you really sure that you want to play this path?!?):  
 
- Sure [Cassie Dom +1] 
- As you wish my lady [Cassie Dom +2] 
- Do it [Cassie Dom +3] 
- As I said, you can come to me, anytime you want [Eve Aff +1] 
- Are you sure you don’t need anything? [Eve Aff +2] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 32, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 41, Cassie Dom 13 
final scene: you alone in your bedroom 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I only crave to please you, my lady [Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +2; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: 
“please the lady”] 
- You…  
- You did all that by yourself? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- I promise you everything will be alright [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She’ll be there [Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- English literature [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- Lost in Translation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 



 

 

- I think I liked it… [Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Not So Great sex scene incoming, so maybe you might SAVE here: 
 
- I want to continue, my lady [KEY CHOICE: you MUST choose this if you want to continue the Dom 
path; Cassie Dom +5] 
 
You can get 2 different sex scenes now – so SAVE here: 
 
- Fuck it. Perhaps I’ll enjoy it [KEY CHOICE: you have to choose it; Cassie Dom +5; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “Don’t worry, darling”] 
If you choose “No fucking way” you’ll get a different scene and Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: 
“conflicted”, but it’s the wrong choice. 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 39, Eve Sub 14, Cassie Aff 55, Cassie Dom 31 
final scene: you in your bedroom 
 

DAY 5 
 
- Am I enjoying what she does to me?  
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
 
Sex scene incoming, so you may want to SAVE. 
 
- It did hurt a bit, yes… [Cassie Dom+1] 
- How can I refuse? [Cassie Dom+2] 
- Yes. I liked it [Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “submit to the Queen”] 
- I like cars and mechanics 
- No it’s not [Eve Aff +4] 
- I like video games 
- I know that you’re reading a lot [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+2] 
- When I’m done with college… [Eve Aff +5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff+2; Kelly Aff +3] 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- You know what? [Eve Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s okay, Princess”] 
- Yes 
- I love her  
- Yes. I understand 
- I don’t know  
 
Well, sex scene incoming, so you might want to SAVE now: 



 

 

 
- I apologize [Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2] 
I think the next right choice should be “I think I do…”, but I really couldn’t. So I choose: 
- I love you, Hillary [Cassie Aff+3; Cassie Dom+2] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “fuck, that felt good” – I’m not sure that you get it if you choose “I 
love you, Hillary”: just check it] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 54, Eve Sub 18, Cassie Aff 62, Cassie Dom 42, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: sleeping alone with a broken ass 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE SUBLOVE PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- enter [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve love path and enter Eve sub path; this is mandatory] 
- Be a moron [Eve sub +1; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “I forgot to get out”] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
- show her the goods [KEY CHOICE: this is mandatory; Eve sub +5; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: 

“why is it already… erect?”] 
[Cassie Aff +2] 
- Your ass is amazing [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- What will you give me for my silence? [Eve sub +2] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Sniff it [Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “so, that’s how it smells”] 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- Would you like a foot massage? [KEY CHOICE: Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so you’d better SAVE here. 
 
- Go to her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it, or you will be dropped out her path] 
- You did great [Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “why so surprised?”] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 13, Eve Sub 18, Cassie Aff 29 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
SAVE 3 (you might need it for another path) 
 
- well, I’m not sure about carrying your bags but… that could be fun [Cassie Aff +1] 



 

 

- I’m sorry I have something else going on [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it, so you won’t enter 
Cassie dom path] 
- I can only hope for your forgiveness 
- Hello, Princess [Eve sub +2] 
- Touch her [Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “Hello, Princess”] 
- it’s delicious [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it; Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly, I’m not interested 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Really Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
 [Eve sub +3] 
- I bet you can’t think of anything else [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it; Eve sub +3] 
- I know that I’ve hurt you. That I’ve betrayed you [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3] 
- It will be our secret [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1] 
- Continue [KEY CHOICE: Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +5]  
 
Now the sub path branches: so SAVE 4 
 
- Tell her [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve sublove path; Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 3, 
rewards: “Everything got way better than I expected”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 23, Eve Sub 45, Cassie Aff 39, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 

about the waffles?”] 
- That was fantastic [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- I promise you everything will be alright [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 



 

 

- I know there at things you’re not ready to do, yet [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Big Trouble in Little China [Eve sub +2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
- I’m waiting for you, Princess [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- You can’t be more wrong [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3] 
- You are magical [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- You are the most beautiful think I’ve ever seen [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- Give her the choice [Eve Aff +5; Eve sub +5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Goodnight, 
Princess”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 52, Eve Sub 69, Cassie Aff 51, Cassie Dom 5 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 5 
 
- There’s no way we take any risk… 
[Cassie Aff+5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie dom +2; Kelly Aff +3] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
- I came here for you [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+3; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “something is wrong 
with me”] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “I don’t want to be alone”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 57, Eve Sub 74, Cassie Aff 58, Cassie Dom 9, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE SUB PATH 
 
Load SAVE 4 or start Eve sublove path from the beginning and come back here when you arrive at 
SAVE 4 point  
 
- Don’t tell her [KEY CHOICE: move on with Eve sub path; Eve Aff -1; Eve sub -1] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 21, Eve Sub 41, Cassie Aff 39, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterDAY 
- I promise you everything will be alright [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- Soon, I’ll fuck your pussy [Eve sub +2] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She’ll be there [Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Spanish [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +4; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Big Trouble in Little China [Eve sub +2] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
- You should come in [Eve sub +2] 
- I want to fuck you [Eve sub +3] 
- You are magical [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- You are the most beautiful think I’ve ever seen [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- Don’t give her the choice [Eve sub +7; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Life is hard. And so am I”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 33, Eve Sub 69, Cassie Aff 45, Cassie Dom 8 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 5 
 
- There’s no way we take any risk… 
[Cassie Aff+5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 



 

 

- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie dom +2; Kelly Aff +3] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Right on target”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 35, Eve Sub 71, Cassie Aff 52, Cassie Dom 12, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE SUBLOVE + CASSIE DOM PATH 
 
Load SAVE 3 or start Eve sublove path from the beginning and come back here when you arrive at 
SAVE 3 point 
 
- Shopping is not really my thing, I think I’ll stay here [Cassie Dom +1] 
- I’m on my way [Cassie Dom +1] 
- Yes! Yes of course! [Cassie Dom +1] 
- Excuse me Cassie, I’m a little bit confused 
- The way you talk about it is a little bit disturbing [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Of course, I’m all yours [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it to stay into Dom path; Cassie Dom +1; 

Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “Oh! God no!”] 
- I’m not crazy about it [Eve Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly. I have a girlfriend 
- I’m the one being sorry, Kelly [KEY CHOICE: you rejected her] 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so you might want SAVE here:  
 
- Sure [Cassie Dom +1] 
- As you wish my lady [Cassie Dom +2] 
- Do it [Cassie Dom +3] 
 
Really Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
 [Eve sub +3] 
- I bet you can’t think of anything else [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it; Eve sub +3] 
- I know that I’ve hurt you. That I’ve betrayed you [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3] 
- It will be our secret [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1] 
- Continue [KEY CHOICE: Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +5]  
 
SAVE 5 (you’ll need it for another path) 
 
- Tell her [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve sublove path; Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 3, 
rewards: “Everything got way better than I expected”] 
 
end of DAY 3 



 

 

stat points: Eve Aff 24, Eve Sub 40, Cassie Aff 38, Cassie Dom 13 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I only crave to please you, my lady [Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: 
“please the lady”] 
- You…  
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 
about the waffles?”] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- I promise you everything will be alright [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- I know there are things you’re not ready to do, yet [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Lost in Translation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 
- I think I liked it… [Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Not So Great sex scene incoming, so maybe you might SAVE here: 
 
- I want to continue, my lady [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this if you want to continue the Dom 

path; Cassie Dom +5] 
- Fuck it. Perhaps I’ll enjoy it [KEY CHOICE: you have to choose it; Cassie Dom +5; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “Don’t worry, darling”] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
- I’m waiting for you, Princess [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- You can’t be more wrong [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3] 
- You are magical [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- You are the most beautiful think I’ve ever seen [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- Give her the choice [Eve Aff +5; Eve sub +5; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “Goodnight, 
Princess”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 51, Eve Sub 63, Cassie Aff 53, Cassie Dom 30 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 5 
 
- Am I enjoying what she does to me?  



 

 

- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- Do you have a better idea? [Eve sub +2; Cassie Dom+2] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie dom +2; Kelly Aff +3] 
- Stay [KEY CHOICE: you must stay] 
- No! [Cassie Aff+1; Cassie Dom+2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now: 
 
- I came here for you [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+3; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “something is wrong 

with me”] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Sadly, in the shadows”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 54, Eve Sub 70, Cassie Aff 54, Cassie Dom 36, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: alone in your room 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE SUB + CASSIE DOM PATH 
 
Load SAVE 5 or start Eve sublove + Cassie dom path from the beginning and come back here when you 
arrived at SAVE 5 point 
 
- Don’t tell her [KEY CHOICE: move on with Eve sub path; Eve Aff -1; Eve sub -1] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 22, Eve Sub 36, Cassie Aff 38, Cassie Dom 13 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I only crave to please you, my lady [Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: 

“please the lady”] 
- You…  
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 

about the waffles?”] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- I promise you everything will be alright [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- Soon, I’ll fuck your pussy [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She’ll be there [Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Spanish [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +4; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Lost in Translation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 
- I think I liked it… [Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Not So Great sex scene incoming, so maybe you might SAVE here: 
 
- I want to continue, my lady [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this if you want to continue the Dom 
path; Cassie Dom +5] 
- Fuck it. Perhaps I’ll enjoy it [KEY CHOICE: you have to choose it; Cassie Dom +5; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “Don’t worry, darling”] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
- You should come in [Eve sub +2] 
- I want to fuck you [Eve sub +3] 
- Princess [Eve sub +2] 
- You like it, don’t you? [Eve sub +2] 
- Don’t give her the choice [Eve sub +7; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Life is hard. And so am I”] 
 



 

 

end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 30, Eve Sub 64, Cassie Aff 49, Cassie Dom 32 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 5 
 
- Am I enjoying what she does to me?  
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
 
Sex scene incoming, so you may want to SAVE. 
 
 [Cassie Aff+5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie dom +2; Kelly Aff +3] 
 
Well, a sex scene is incoming (I did warned you, but you wanted to go on…), so you might want to SAVE 
now. 
 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “a bit too far”] 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 32, Eve Sub 66, Cassie Aff 51, Cassie Dom 36, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: alone with a broken ass 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE SUBLOVE + CASSIE LOVE PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- enter [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve love path and enter Eve sub path; this is mandatory] 
- Be a moron [Eve sub +1; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “I forgot to get out”] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
- show her the goods [KEY CHOICE: this is mandatory; Eve sub +5; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: 

“why is it already… erect?”] 
[Cassie Aff +2] 
- Your ass is amazing [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- What will you give me for my silence? [Eve sub +2] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Sniff it [Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “so, that’s how it smells”] 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- kiss her [KEY CHOICE: you enter Cassie love path; Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “when in doubt, try”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [KEY CHOICE: tell the truth and you won’t disappoint Cassie later; Eve Aff +2; Cassie 
Aff +2] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so you’d better SAVE here. 
 
- Go to her [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it, or you will be dropped out her path] 
- You did great [Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “why so surprised?”] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 14, Eve Sub 17, Cassie Aff 32 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- well, I’m not sure about carrying your bags but… that could be fun [Cassie Aff +1] 
- Don’t 
- Hello, Princess [Eve sub +2] 



 

 

- Touch her [Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “Hello, Princess”] 
- it’s delicious [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it; Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I’m sorry Kelly, I’m not interested 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
Really Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
Another really Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
 [Eve sub +3] 
- I bet you can’t think of anything else [KEY CHOICE: you must choose it; Eve sub +3] 
- I know that I’ve hurt you. That I’ve betrayed you [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3] 
- It will be our secret [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1] 
- Continue [KEY CHOICE: Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +5]  
 
Now the sub path branches: so SAVE 6 (you might need it for Eve sub + Cassie love path) 
 
- Tell her [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve sublove path; Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +3; Achievements, DAY 3, 
rewards: “Everything got way better than I expected”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 24, Eve Sub 44, Cassie Aff 42, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Give her a proper kiss [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I’m sorry [Cassie Aff +2] 
- You keep saying that [Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “Love: that sounds nice”] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “what 

about the waffles?”] 
- That was fantastic [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 



 

 

- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- I should have told you last night [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Lost in Traslation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 
- I think I liked it [Cassie Aff +2] 
- Don’t worry, Princess [Eve sub +2] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: you can get 2 different sex scenes now. You might want to watch 
the other scene by choosing: “Except maybe a kiss or two” [KEY CHOICE: choose it and you will miss 
the “full score” with her later; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “it’s the first one I’m 
touching, but it’s so perfect!”] 
 
- Except maybe cuddling a bit and having a nice talk [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this; Cassie Aff 

+5; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a nice way to fuck up your incoming puberty”] 
[Eve Aff +5] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
- I’m waiting for you, Princess [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- You can’t be more wrong [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub +3] 
- I would choose you [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +2] 
- You are magical [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- You are the most beautiful think I’ve ever seen [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- Give her the choice [Eve Aff +5; Eve sub +5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Goodnight, 
Princess”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 55, Eve Sub 69, Cassie Aff 70, Cassie Dom 6 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 5 
 
- I love you too, Cassie [Cassie Aff +10; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “that smile again”] 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie dom +2; Kelly Aff +3] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
- any choice 



 

 

- Why [KEY CHOICE? I guess DAY 6 will tell us the difference – you’d better SAVE here] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “what true love looks like”] ? 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now. 
 
- I came here for you [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+3; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “something is wrong 

with me”] 
- I won’t choose [KEY CHOICE: I guess DAY 6 will tell us the difference – you’d better SAVE here] 
 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “I don’t want to be alone”] ? 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 60, Eve Sub 74, Cassie Aff 82, Cassie Dom 10, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

EVE SUB + CASSIE LOVE PATH 
 
Load SAVE 6 or start Eve sublove + Cassie love path from the beginning and come back here when you 
arrive at SAVE 6 point 
 
- Don’t tell her [KEY CHOICE: move on with Eve sub path; Eve Aff -1; Eve sub -1] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 22, Eve Sub 40, Cassie Aff 42, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- Give her a proper kiss [Cassie Aff +2] 
- I’m sorry [Cassie Aff +2] 
- You keep saying that [Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “Love: that sounds nice”] 
- Holy shit, Princess [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- It doesn’t change anything for you and me [Eve sub +1] 
- Absolutely [Eve sub +2; Cassie Aff +1; Cassie dom +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Lost in Traslation [Cassie Aff +2; Cassie Dom +2] 
- I think I liked it [Cassie Aff +2] 
- Don’t worry, Princess [Eve sub +2] 
 
Scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: you can get 2 different sex scenes now. You might want to watch 
the other scene by choosing: “Except maybe a kiss or two” [KEY CHOICE: choose it and you will miss 
the “full score” with her later; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “it’s the first one I’m 
touching, but it’s so perfect!”] 
 
- Except maybe cuddling a bit and having a nice talk [KEY CHOICE: you must choose this; Cassie Aff 

+5; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a nice way to fuck up your incoming puberty”] 
[Eve Aff +5] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so SAVE here: 
 
- You should come in [Eve sub +2] 
- I want to fuck you [Eve sub +3] 



 

 

- You are magical [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- You are the most beautiful think I’ve ever seen [Eve Aff +2; Eve sub +1] 
- Don’t give her the choice [Eve sub +7; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “Life is hard. And so am I”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 37, Eve Sub 61, Cassie Aff 68, Cassie Dom 7 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 5 
 
- I love you too, Cassie [Cassie Aff +10; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “that smile again”] 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- Like I’m going to let you do that [Eve sub +2; Cassie dom +2; Kelly Aff +3] 
 
Great sex scene incoming, so SAVE now 
 
- any choice 
- Why [KEY CHOICE? I guess DAY 6 will tell us the difference – you’d better SAVE here] 
[Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “what true love looks like”] ? 
 
Sex scene incoming, so SAVE now 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 39, Eve Sub 63, Cassie Aff 80, Cassie Dom 11, Kelly Aff 3 
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

KELLY LOVE PATH ONLY 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- no. I’ll go [KEY CHOICE: you drop the hate path and move on; Cassie Aff +1]  
- knock again [KEY CHOICE: you drop Eve sub path] 
- I want to apologize to you [KEY CHOICE: you enter Eve love path; Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “it’s sweet and almost intoxicating”] 
- I like your smell [Eve Aff +2] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
[Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +3] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- come on I’m not a pervert 
- let’s find some shades for my princess 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- thank you [KEY CHOICE: you drop Cassie love, Cassie dom & Eve love paths] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
 
- I should leave her alone [KEY CHOICE: you will be dropped out Eve love path] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 23, Eve Sub 4, Cassie Aff 29 
final scene: you alone 
 

DAY 3 
 
- I was browsing the web for some kittens [Cassie Aff +1] 
- well, I’m not sure about carrying your bags but… that could be fun [Cassie Aff +1] 
- it’s delicious [Cassie Aff +1] 
 
[sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 
 
- don’t shake [Eve Aff +4; Eve sub +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
 
[another sex scene: you might want to SAVE here] 



 

 

 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
 
SAVE 7 here: you might need it if you want to play the full neutral path (I wonder why) 
 
- Well, I’ll be glad to meet you 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 27, Eve Sub 8, Cassie Aff 39, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you alone 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- You did all that by yourself? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I would meet her 
- Wait a minute [Kelly Aff +5] 
[Kelly Aff +5] 
- No one deserves this [Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “a bit more than cute”] 
- Absolutely not [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- tell them 
- I believe she’s sincere 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Casablanca [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I liked it very much [Eve Aff +2] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 43, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 52, Cassie Dom 4, Kelly Aff 10 
final scene: you alone, of course 
 

DAY 5 
 
[Cassie Aff +5] 
- I like cars and mechanics 
- No it’s not [Eve Aff +2] 
- I like video games 
- I know that you’re reading a lot [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+2] 



 

 

- When I’m done with college… [Eve Aff +5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- We are a bit worried [Kelly Aff +5] 
- I’m sorry, I can’t act as if I’ve seen nothing… [Kelly Aff +2]  
- Unrelated? [Kelly Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “they can forgive”] 
- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
- Kiss her [KEY CHOICE: Kelly Aff +3] 
- I like you… [Kelly Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “why do you all walk barefoot in this 
house?”] 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- You know what? [Eve Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s okay, Princess”] 
- Yes 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 60, Eve Sub 11, Cassie Aff 61, Cassie Dom 6, Kelly Aff 30 
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

NEUTRAL PATH 
 
Load SAVE 7 or start Kelly love path from the beginning and come back here when you arrive at 
SAVE 7 point 
 
- I’m sorry Kelly, I’m not interested 
- I don’t understand 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 27, Eve Sub 8, Cassie Aff 39, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you alone 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- You did all that by yourself? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Tell them 
- Something strange happened to me yesterday 
- Don’t let it bring you down, ok? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I told her I wasn’t interested 
- Absolutely not [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Hey! I can run! [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +3; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “laughing together”] 
- She can do it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Thinking about it… [Eve Aff +4; Cassie Aff +4] 
- Casablanca [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I liked it very much [Eve Aff +2] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 43, Eve Sub 9, Cassie Aff 52, Cassie Dom 4 
final scene: you alone, of course 
 

DAY 5 
 
[Cassie Aff +5] 
- I like cars and mechanics 
- No it’s not [Eve Aff +2] 
- I like video games 
- I know that you’re reading a lot [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+2] 
- When I’m done with college… [Eve Aff +5] 
- I think she’s being honest 
- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 



 

 

- So… 
- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
- Let her go 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- You know what? [Eve Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s okay, Princess”] 
- Yes 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 60, Eve Sub 11, Cassie Aff 61, Cassie Dom 6,  
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

HATE HERO PATH 
 
Load SAVE 1 
 
- Thank you, Cassie [KEY CHOICE: you did it – you just dropped everything and entered the hate 
path] 
- do it 
- think of Eve / think of Cassie [sex scene; you can’t have both scenes: SAVE and choose your favourite 

girl, then load and watch the other scene] 
- he may be [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff+1] 
- I like it [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you don’t have to ask me, just take it [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- oh, yes you will [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- you can keep them [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- sniff it [KEY CHOICE: you must do it!] 
- no one will ever know [KEY CHOICE: mandatory] 
- Fuck yes! [KEY CHOICE: mandatory] 
- no, I didn’t. For now [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +2] 
- would you like a foot massage? [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 2, 

rewards: “one of those foot perverts”] 
- I don’t know what you’re talking about [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
 
Fun fact: you’ll see and drink beer/wine/vodka: it depends on what you bought at the beginning of DAY 1. 
 
- any choice 
- a couple times (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff +1] 
- I am (truth) [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- 4 to 5 times a week maybe (truth) [Eve Aff +1; Eve sub +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
 
Sex scene incoming, so SAVE here. 
 
- I should get closer 
- Play with her [Achievements, DAY 2, rewards: “It’s payback time Princess”] 
 
end of DAY 2 
stat points: Eve Aff 16, Eve Sub 5, Cassie Aff 28 
final scene: you and Eve on the couch 
 

DAY 3 
 
[Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “Fuck you, technology”] 
- Sorry. I’m really bad at this [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
[Eve Aff -5; Eve sub -5; Cassie Aff -5] 
- I’m sorry, Princess  
- What I did was wrong, I know it 
- I don’t know what’s gotten into me 
- You’re probably right, I’m a perv… 



 

 

- I’m truly sorry [Eve Aff +5; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “let’s go rub one out to celebrate”] 
- Turn yourself [Cassie Aff +3; Cassie Dom +3; Achievements, DAY 3, rewards: “I hadn’t notice you 

were naked”] 
 
end of DAY 3 
stat points: Eve Aff 17, Cassie Aff 27, Cassie Dom 3 
final scene: you alone 
 

DAY 4 
 
- Do you need any help? 
- I wasn’t mocking you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’m not the only one to blame for our shitty relationship [Cassie Dom +2] 
- You did all that by yourself? [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Best breakfast, ever [Eve sub +1; Cassie Dom +1] 
- Why wouldn’t I be? 
- Sure [Eve Aff +1] 
- I’ll try to be nice to her 
- Hey Princess, how are you doing? 
- I just wanted to know [Eve Aff +1] 
- I know I can be an asshole… sometimes [Eve Aff +1] 
- I just… don’t want to completely lose you [Eve Aff +1] 
- I may be a cunt, but I love you [Eve Aff +2] 
- Being nice isn’t so hard, though [Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “this is not funny”] 
- I’m just trying to be nice and friendly [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Don’t shake his hand 
- I’m sorry [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- I’ve failed to property apologize to you… [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- What you’ll do is yours to decide [Eve Aff +1; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Tomorrow, I may very well be an asshole again [Eve Aff +3; Cassie Aff +1] 
- Casablanca [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff +2] 
- I liked it very much [Eve Aff +2] 
- Ok. Let’s see that sandwich [Eve Aff +2; Achievements, DAY 4, rewards: “God, what did she put 

in that thing?”] 
 
end of DAY 4 
stat points: Eve Aff 38, Eve Sub 1, Cassie Aff 35, Cassie Dom 6 
final scene: you and Eve in the kitchen 
 

DAY 5 
 
[Cassie Aff +5] 
- I like cars and mechanics 
- No it’s not [Eve Aff +2] 
- I like video games 
- I know that you’re reading a lot [Eve Aff +3; Eve sub+2] 
- When I’m done with college… [Eve Aff +5] 
- I think she’s being honest 



 

 

- I’m going in 
- She’s risking hers for the both of you [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2; Cassie Dom+2; Achievements, 

DAY 5, rewards: “the least I can do”] 
- I thought that maybe you would need some help 
- So… 
- She’s joking [Eve Aff +2; Cassie Aff+2] 
- Let her go 
- any choice, can’t tell the difference at the moment 
- You know what? [Eve Aff +1; Achievements, DAY 5, rewards: “it’s okay, Princess”] 
- Yes 
 
end of DAY 5 
stat points: Eve Aff 55, Eve Sub 3, Cassie Aff 44, Cassie Dom 8,  
final scene: sleeping with Cassie 


